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ART FAIR CHART

This is how the Scandinavians celebrate
By Ursula Scheer, Copenhagen
08/27/2022, 11:01 AM
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In the Tivoli: Austin Lee, "Donkey with Flowers", 2022, patinated and painted bronze, height 215 centimeters, price on request, presented by Galerie Carl Kostyál
(London/ Stockholm) Image: JAN SØNDERGAARD / CHART / GALERIE CARL KOTYÁL LONDON STOCHOLM

The CHART Art Fair, Denmark's contemporary art fair, turns ten years old - and invites you to Tivoli.
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creaming with pleasure, roller coaster drivers rush across the works of art towards Looping. Zuckerwatteduft hovers between old
and young on carousels, in mirror cabinets and on deckchairs in front of the pantomime theater: The hustle and bustle in the
Tivoli is quite the opposite of a clinically white exhibition space. This is precisely why Denmark's contemporary art fair is visiting here
for its tenth birthday: The CHART Art Fair has installed fifteen interventions away from its main venue in the historic amusement park,
which has a special place not only in the heart of the locals. The idea for the cooperation arose in dark Danish November, says Nanna
Hjortenberg, who has headed the fair founded in 2013 by five Danish gallery owners for five years. After difficult phases of the
pandemic, there was a great need to look forward to something again.
"We wanted this edition of the CHART to be fun, convey joy and inclusive," says Hjortenberg. There are many ways to access art. Tivoli
visitors can discover new ones until the end of September. For example, presented by Galerie Andersen's (Copenhagen), the metallic
shiny sculpture of a carnivorous plant with human lips rises from a flower bed. Esben Weile Kjær calls "Hyper" his fiberglass
construction, which makes you think of Jeff Koons (prices of all Tivoli interventions on request). The American Austin Lee, represented
by Carl Kostyál (London, Stockholm), contributes a surreal-poppy post with the bronze of a donkey from which a cartoon-like flower
grows. The Dane Nanna Abell - presented by the Copenhagen gallery Susanne Ottesen - has redesigned a grab machine from which
soft toys can otherwise be fished. In "The Truth of the World" there are grains of wheat in the box of the vending machine - intangible.
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CHART ART FAIR IN COPENHAGEN

From the Kunsthalle to the amusement park

This evokes associations with the grain exports threatened by war in Ukraine - and it is already back in the fantastic magic garden of
fairground attractions and art: the harsh reality. Lights, the world has not become even in Scandinavia since the end of last year.
Sweden and Finland, reacting to the new Russian imperialism, on their way to NATO, rising energy prices may worry galleries outside
the top segment - and artists anyway. Collectors could become more reserved. Conversely, the finely differentiated northern European
art market arouses external desires. The Danish auction house Bruun Rasmussen and its Swedish competitor Bukowskis were swallowed
by the British auctioneer Bonhams at the beginning of the year. The expansion of Art Basel by a Paris location at the expense of FIAC
underlines the unbroken tendency to grow in trade fair operations.
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The Scandinavian-oriented CHART pursues a different strategy. Supported by the city and private foundations, it reinvests profits and
plays as usual at Kunsthalle Charlottenborg, a historic complex that houses the Kunstakademie. 38 invited galleries can be
accommodated at moderate rents with loosely interlocking stands that invite local visitors and those from nearby Europe to stroll in
front of all. The largest share is made up of Danish and Swedish exhibitors, the smaller Norwegian, Finns and Icelanders. Persons
Projects and Dorothée Nilsson came from Berlin, from Vienna Croy Nielsen. Local, frugal, personal, sustainable: With this profile, the
CHART also distinguishes itself from the younger and globally oriented competition En Enter Art Fair, which takes place outside in
Copenhagen.
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In the Kunsthalle Charlottenborg on Nyhavn, the exuberance of the Tivolis is far away. Compared to the art business elsewhere heated
up with debates, this is a clear temperature difference and reflects the interest of local collectors. Painting dominates, from figurative
to abstract, often in gentle, pastel-light tones, inspired by nature, organic-looking or with a twist into the fantastic. Susanne Ottersen
(KoKopenhagen) shows two large-format work of the Norwegian painter Olav Christopher Jenssen, who teaches in Braunschweig, is
covered with mycelium-like structures (310,000 to 675,000 euros). The paintings of Ida Ekblad's encrusted with oil paint are of colorful
force with Peter Lund (Oslo). Their expressive-abstract representations of vegetation (70,000 euros) were sold promptly. The female
body shape-receive landscapes of the Swedish-Chinese artist Camilla Engström with Carl Kostyál, who lives in Los Angeles, seem
powdery. Hilma af Klint or Georgia O'Keeffe could be godparents of the self-taught (prices on request).

MORE ON THE SUBJECT

• Light at the end of the tunnel
• Is something missing?
• Who still believes in NFTs?

Persons Projects sets a decolonial accent with Milja Laurila. The Finn hides bodies of African women who were photographed naked by
Europeans in the last century behind semi-transparent paper and avoids the eye area: the visibility is reversed (editions of 5, prices on
request). Sofia Hultén addresses the burden of continuous digital employment at Nordenhake (Berlin, Stockholm, Mexico City) with
gigantic iPhones on construction chains (price on request). And the Argentine Tomás Saraceno, who played at the Paris Palais de Tokyo
in 2018, has different pens, moved on gas balloons, drawn at Andersen's (Copenhagen) (between 25,000 and 30,000 euros).
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For the second time, the CHART has joined a book fair; there is also a competition on "green" architecture. In the halls equipped with
art, the fair gathers a lot of poetic, hardly any video art with a balanced gender ratio, but many abysmal mythical creatures. Emma
Helle is there with sketchy, floral-growning female figures made of glazed earthenware in the style of a neo-rococo (from 5500 euros).
Galerie Forsblom (Helsinki) shows the sculptures at their stand. in where gallery owner Ilkka Tikkonen thinks out loud about
Scandinavian coexistence: contacts with each other have become looser rather than narrower in recent years, the move of artists to
Berlin or the United States threatens to undermine some careers because the domestic market, which trade And now you look
anxiously to the east. As cheerful as the CHART is: Not everything is hygge in Denmark either.
CHART Art Fair
Fair, Copenhagen, Kunsthalle Charlottenburg, until 28. August, admission 75 crowns; interventions in Tivoli until 25. September.
Source: F.A.Z.
Ursula Scheer
Editor in the feuilleton.
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